
chessboard, each    pixel    bit/bytes
each pixel displayed a color to form
a whole image
fixed to a particular resolution
enlarge    image’s edge ragged
degrade the image quality
effect: blur
file size: color depthXresolution
72dpip(pixel per inch)
4X4 inches image=>
256 colors=(4X72)2=82,944Bytes

Broadcast 
National Television Standards Committee(NTSC)

a method for encoding info intoelectronic signal
create a TV picture
Screen resolution: 525 horizontal scan lines
A scan rate of 30 frames/ second

1 byte=8bits(0-255 characters)
1K=1,000bytes
1MB=1,000,000bytes=1,000K
1GB=1,000,000,000bytes=1,000MB
1T=1,000,000,000,000bytes=1,000GB
Millisecond=1/1,000sec
Microsecond=1/1000,000sec
Nanosecond=1/1,000,000,000sec
Picosecond=1/1,000,000,000,000sec
System bus>AGP bus>PCI bus>ISA bus

GIF(Graphical interchange format)
lossless compression, limited 256 colors,
transparent, image layer merging, 
simple drawing,
not suitable for photographic
image
PNG(Portable network graphics)
supersede取代 GIF,
offer more colors

JPG(Joint photographic expert group)
lossy sequential DCT-base encoding. run-length coding
to shorten file, entropy coding to obtain optimized color
GD for photographic image: color depth, little data loss &
high compression ratio
TIFF(Tag image file format)
utilize different compression algorithm together, better quality

bitmap

video

a worldwide collection of electronic documents
each document on the web is called a web page
contain:text, graphics, sound, video, build-in connections to other documents
a collection of related web pages

WWW(world wide web)WEB

E-MAIL (Electronic Mail)

FTP (File Transfer Protocol)

ADVANTAGES

WEB

a series of points
connected by lines of 
vary shapes, thicknesses密度
color: outline, and enclosed by outline
pixel is calculated from the mathematics formulas
transform by lines & curves
move,resize,reshape,change color without changing
the quality
edges remain smooth
no pure vector image
incorporate bitmapped images
EPS
SWF
PICT
WMF

vector

increase dev time & cost, graphic large increase d/l time, increase 
maintenance cost, harder to edit text

text

a web page is actually an HTML file hosted on the web server
browser:request the page via HTTP protocol
interprets it according to the HTML language standard
d/l the source code from the server and translates it into a web page

any correspondence/letter sent between computers in a network
computer can be connected to internet mail server and send messages to any e-mail address in the world

Speed: letters can arrive at its destination on the other side of the planet withing seconds after hitted the Enter key on the keyboard
Cheaper: highly cheaper thatn traditional”snail mail”/cost the same to
send a message to HK as it does to USA, for instance
no restrict to Text: send sound, image, video, even a computer software
MIME(multi-purpose internet mail extensionis): a protocol/makes this
flexibility possible/both the sender and the receiver need MIME-aware
mail program to use it

Mailbox

DISADVANTAGES
can’t send something physically to other by e-mail, e.g. e-mail birthday
cards are enver going to replace the paper variety
insecure transmission path/lost of privacy/increase the chances of
infacting by virus

the standard TCP/IP protocol for transferring files over the internet:
get files from remote host/put file onto remote host
across any platforms

FTP sites
there are millions of files stored on the internet,
all are kept at ftp sites
some FTP sites require authorized access(a/c)
some offer a service called anonymous ftp

Identified on Internet

Problem:

every computer in internet has an IP address
same as mailing address of our home
have 4 digits separated by periods
e.g. 192.168.1.100
is a computer address that the computers on 
internet can deal with directly
most of the computer(host) on internet has a host
name(domain & subdomain name)
service: domain name service (DNS)
to translate computer names into their associated
IP address

info explosion/misinformation/security risks/privacy

Anonymous ftp
ftp sites pen to anyone
has certain restrictions
has one public directory you can access
holds an enormous quantity of files on all sorts of topics
Login
use anonymous as login name
use your e-mail address as password

hypertext document
contain links to other doc. which may be placed
at other sites on the internet
allowing the reader to skip around and read the
doc. in various orders

hypermedia
an extension of the concept of hypertext
includes pic, sounds, movies, etc
along with text & links to other doc.

URL (University Resource Locator/Web Address)
browser can locate the web pages and other
internet resources
syntax of web address

HTML
hypertext language used in Web pages
it consists of regular text & tags that tell the
browser what to do when a link is activated

CD-Roms
provide an excellent distribution medium for 
computer-based video
when preparing V for CD-ROM distributions,
interleave the audio track(s) with the video track
key frames should be used every 10-15 frames &
the size of the V window must be kept small
the Sorenson codec is optimized for CD-ROMS playback

V on Web & interactive movies:
with analogue V, you do not have much control of it
you are difficult to particular scene
much more convenient to deliver V on Web
Digital editing is much easier & cheaper:
in some computer basics, normal user can edit digital V
only professional users can edit analog V
Powerful additional editing techniques are available:
adding text, still image, video, movie, graphic, animation,
audio to a digital V

D-V architecture consists of a format for encoding &
playing back video files by a computer
architecture includes a player that  can recognize  &
play files created for the format
D-V compression schemes or codecs is the algorithm
used to compress(code) a video for delivery
codec then decodes the compressed V in real-time
for fast playback

interlacing effect
ANALOG VIDEO

in TV, electron beam光線 makes 2 passes on the screen
while drawing a single video frame
first lay down all the odd-numbered lines, and all even-
numbered lines, hence they are interlaced
while capturing images from a video signal, they can be 
filtered through a de-interlacing filter provided by image-
editing application

Text & Titles
created with an analog character generator
new tapes should be fast-forwarded to the end & then
rewound, to ensure een tape tension

Phase Alternate Line(PAL) 
Screen resolution: 625 horizontal scan lines
A scan rate of 25 frames/ second

Sequential Color and Memory(SECAM)
Screen resolution: 625 horizontal scan lines
A scan rate of 50 frames/ second
differs from NTSC & PAL color systems in
its basic technology & broadcast method

Digital Television (DTV)
GB20600-2006: innovative standard specification
developed independently for the terrstrial television
broadcasting in China
Time Domain Synchronization-Orthogonal Frequency
Division Multiplexing(TDS-OFDM):
multi-layer frame structure-is synchronized with
absolute time
support transmission rates from 4.813-32.486Mbps

Composite Analog Video
combine luminance & chroma info from video signal
produce lowest quality video
most susceptible 易受影響 to generation loss
generation loss: loss of quality:occur while moving
from original footage to editing master to copy

provide by ISP / university /company
mails arrived will wait in the mailbox, until user login and retrieve them
each mailbox has an e-mail address

PINE
program for internet news & email
support: SMTP/MIME/IMAP(internet message access protocol)/NNTP
(Network News Transport Protocol)
usually use in University

TELNET
program that lets you use the power of internet to connect you to
databases, library catalogs, and other info resources around the world
can log into any computer or network for which you have a pw, as well
as thousands of public sites where pw are not required

Configure Outlook express
SMTP(SIMPLE MAIL TRANSFER PROTOCOL)
TCP/IP protocol that specifies how computers exchange electronic mail
it works with Post Office Protocol(POP)
POP(Post Office Protocol)
specifies how a personal computer can coonect to a mail server on the
internet and d/l email
IMAP(INTERNET MESSAGE ACCESS PROCOTOL)
a method of accessing electronic mail or bulletin board messages that
are kept on a (possibly shared) mail server

Connectors: typical RCA connectors/S-Video/YPbPr analog
Interface: Firewire / DVI / HDMI

interlacing effect

H.264 is the new standard for high definition(HD)D-V
a codec based on the H.264 standard compresses a
D-V file so that it only uses half the space of MPEG-2,
to deliver the same quality video
enjoy stunnung HD V the way it was meant to  be seen
without sacrificing speed or performance

DIGITAL VIDEO

Converting Analog to DIGIDTAL V

DIGITAL VIDEO CODEC

recording formats combine luminance & chroma info
they sample the incoming waveforms & encode the info
in binary(0/1) digital code
improves color and image resolution & elimitnates
generation loss
video clip stored on any mass-storage device
play back on a computer’s monitor without special hardware
setting up a production environment for making digital
video, requires some hardware specifications:
computer with FireWire connection and cables, fast
processor, plenty of RAM, fast and big hard disk
MPEG: a real-time video compression algorithm
MPEG-4: includes numerous multimedia capabilities & is a

preferred standard

Microsoft/Realvideo/Cinepak/Sorenson codecsCODEC:

get from FTP:
documents, papers, images, movies,
freeware, shareware,virus,torjan horse

no one owns or runs internet
no central administration
InterNIC Registration services

personal/small biz connection:
basic modem 14,400-28,800bps
fast modem 56,000bps

Direct Access
DialUp Access: modem

Large biz & University:
ISDN 56,000-64,000 bps
T1 1540K bps(1.54M bps
T3 45M bps)

Quicktime(.mov)/Window Media Video(.wmv)/
Realplayer Video(.rmvb)/MPEG(.mpeg)/MPEG2(.vob)/MPEG4(.mp4)
FORMAT:

8-bit=256colors
16-bit=65,000colors
24-bit=16.7million colors

(640X480)
(high color)

1024X768,true color

WEB PUBLISHING BASIS-HTML & HTTP

build-in connection to another related web page or part of a web page
allows u to obtain info in a nonlinear way

link

web address

web page publishing

publishing language used in WWW

HYPERLINK

unique address for a web page
browser retrieves a web page by using the URL

UNIFORM RESOURCE LOCATOR(URL)

a computer that delievers(serves) web pages u request
the same web server can store multiple web sites

WEB SERVER

HARDWARE: digital camera/scanner/sound card/microphone/PC camera
SOFTWARE: html(hypertext markup language)/script program(javaScript)/
server program(CGI,ASP)/web page authoring software(dreamweaver )

WEB AUTHORING

HTML(HyperText Markup Language)
controlling the display of infoTAG

controls a aspect of information display for a tagATTRIBUTE

computer:input(mouse,keyboard)/process(central processing unitCPU)/
output(screen,printer)/storage(disk,drive)/communicate information

System Units: processor.memory,adapter cards,ports,drive bays,
power supply,system board,Chip

RAM-radom access memory
main memory/primary storage, volatile/more ram->more fast respond

PARALLEL Port: transfer more than 1 bit at a time. PRINTER

PDA(personal digital assistant)

GUI-graphical user interface
ASCII-american standarad code for info interchange
EBCDIC-extended binary voded decimal interchange code
MIDI-musical instrument digital interface
SCSI-small computer system interface
IrDA-infrared data association
Bluetooth

Serial  PORT-transmits 1 bit of data at a time. connects slow-speed devices
e.g. mouse, keyboard, modem

USB-Universal serial bus: connect up to 127 different peripherals together
with single connector type



GIF ANIMATION

OPERATION SYSTEMS Creating local user a/c
1. log on using the administrator a/c & pw
2. go into Manage from the Computer menu
3. In the console tree, user System Tools, expand
Local Users & Groups
4. ,Create New User from Users
5. input user name, full name, descroption, pw in the
New User dialog box
6. log off

PERFORMING EFS
1. right-click the file you want to encrypt
2. click”advanced” button under”attributes”dislog box
3. select”encrypt contents to secure data”
4. when the encryption warning”dialog appear, check
“encrypt the file only” or “encrypt the file and the
parent folder”

6 wireless security mode(Router):
WPA personal
WPA enterprise
WPA2 Personal

format: gif/java/flash(.swf, fla)/shockwave(dir, dcr)/future wave/fli & flc/3D(max)

Applying NTFS permission
1. start Window Explorer
2 select securities tab
3 the security tab page shows the user rights of the
specific folder

User account
local user a/c
enable user to log on & access resources on a
specific computer
reside in local computer
domain user a/c
enable user to log on to the domain to gain
access tonetwork resources
reside in AD
build-in user a/c
enable user to perform administrative tasks or gain
temporaryaccess to network resources
reside in local computer and AD

WIRELESS NETWORK
WLANs OPERATION MODE

Ad Hoc Mode
or peer-to-peer mode lets wireless
clients communicate among themselves
without an access point
Offically called Independent Basic
Services Set(IBSS)
Easy to set up
No access to a wired network

ANIMATION
FLIP-BOOK ANIMATION 

simplest animation method
a series of complete drawings are
displayed in rapid succession where each
drawing is slightly diffferent from the
one b4
e.g. slide shows & gif animations 
problem: each frame must be redrawn
completely
->low refresh rate->cause flicker

Window 3.1
is a series of 16-bit operating systems produced by
Microsoft for personal computer user

Naming Conventions
user log on names & full names must be unique
File systems
FAT-16 bits file system
FAT32-32bits file system
NTFS-NT file system
support: file encryption/distributed file system(DFS)
/Disk quotas

Permission
a rule assoicated with an object to regulate which
users can gain access to that object n in what manner
5 NTFS file permissions:
read/write/read&execute/modify/full control
6 NTFS folder permissions:
read/write/list folder content/read&execute/modify/full control
NTFS permissions are cumulative
NTFS file permissions override or take priority over
NTFS folder permissions
deny overrides all other permissions
Encrypted加密 file systems(EFS)
NTFS permissions can fail if u are unable to guarantee
physical security on a server
EFS will prevent unauthorized users from assessing a file even if
the person has physical security
you can encrypt a folder or a file

Window 95
consumer-oriented graphical user interface based OS
Window NT (began in 1988)
an extension to IBM’s highend OS, OS/2, n was
intended to support the emerging client/server
networking environment
WORKSTATION: for a person who needs a high-end,
stable, n secure graphical OS
SERVER: is designed as a multi-user, server OS for
access over a network

Window 2000 Server & Professional
capability to handle virtually unlimited numbers of users
simultaneously
active directory management
network management
web-based management services
network-wide security management
network storage management

Linux
little or no cost on a “per seat” basis
X windows system
fast, stable, scalable, robust
work well on a variety of PC
provide a royalty free developement platform for
cross-plataoform development
UNIX file system is structured hierarchically
can be freely redistributed
various individuals and organizations package Linux,
often combining it with free or proprietary applications

Window XP
is the desktop version of the new OS, while Windows NET
server is the server version

Window 2000 Server
Window 2000 Advanced Server
provides a comprehensive set of server n web services for
up to 4 processor systems, n support up to 4GB of RAM
intended for high-end enterprise network that require up to
8 processor servers, clustered servers, or both
Window 2000 Datacenter Server
clustering is a tehnique in which 2 or more servers are linked
to equally share the server processor load, server storage,
and other server resourcesWindow 2000

more robust OS than other windows...
represented a signicant rewrite of the Window NT
kernel: 30% faster than Window NT
new feature:

active directory
distributed network architecture
kerberos security
intellimirror
power management
international language compatibility

Infrastructure Mode
infrastructure mode(basic service set-BBS), has wireless clients and an
access point
more access points can be added to create an Extended Service Set(ESS)

802.11 Security
greatest strength of WLANs is moblility
weakness is risk of unauthorized user receiving or
jamming RF signals
basis security involves 2 areas:
authenticating users
keepiing transmssions private
AUTHENTICATION
verifies user has permission to access network
each WLAN client can be given Service Set Identifier
of network
only clients that know SSID may connect
SSID may be entered manually into wireless devices, 
but anyone with device has access to network
access points (APs) may freely advertise SSID to any
mobile device within range
PRIVACY
IEEE standard provides optional Wired Equivalent
Privacy(WEP) specification for data encryption
WEP is a shared key cryptography
shared key cryptography uses the same key for
encryption & decryption
the longer the key, the more secure it is
WEP standard uses only 40-bit shared key

Wireless Standard(also called Wi-Fi)
802.11b
1999 amendment to 802.11 standard
added 2 higher speeds: 5.5 n 11 Mbps
quickly became standard for WLANs

SCRIPT-BASED ANIMATION
using programming languages to create
animation
through program commands, frames can
be substituted for other frames, creating
a sequence of movement or animation
more flexible than others
easily modified for new set of images, in
this regard, it acts like a template
e.g. Lingo(director), actionscript(flash),
java, java script

GIF ANIMATION
GIF89a -> file format
allow multiple images to be put into a single file and then be displayed as an animation in the web browser
applications like boxtop softwares’s GIFmation or ULead’s Gif animator are needed to creat GIF89a animation
consist of a sequence of animation frames that are displayed successively in the Web page and can be used just like
normal GIF images
GOOD: easy to create, integrate in a web page/by far the most common animation format/GIF89a provides control of
animation behaviors such as loop, frame rate/major image processing & animation tools allow exporting GIF files/broadly
supported on browsers & platforms
not all browsers support all the features: no interactivity/no sound/restricted to 256 colors/lossless compression
making it impractical for complex & long animation/each frame of an animated GIF is displayed by browser as it arrives.
delays between frames makes any specified frame rate irrelevant/due to these limitations, GIFs are usually not used for
real animation, but for more stylized changing images, resembling neon advertising signs 
draw attention to the main points
provide entertainment
illustrate a dynamic process

ANIMATION PROCESSANIMATION PROCESS
1 organize the execution in a series of logical stpes
2 choose an animation tool best suited for the job
3 build & tweak the sequences
4 post-process the completed animation

MAKING SUCCESSFUL ANIMATIONSMAKING SUCCESSFUL ANIMATIONS
use animation carefully & sparingly
high quality animations require superior display
platforms & hardware, as well as raw computing
horsepower
file compression is very important when
preparinganimation files for the web

CEL ANIMATION
moving elements in a scene are drawn on transparent meterials knows as
cels(Celluloid), now replaced by acetate or plastic
only the moving elements on the cel need to be redrawn for each frame, 
the fixed part of the scene need only be made once
animation cels are layered to produce a single animation frame
cel animation often starts from designing keyframes, once keyframes have
been created, the in-between frames are created by tweening
PATH-BASED ANIMATION

a sprite is attached to a motion path. the sprite moves along this path
during the course of the animation
a sprite is any part of animation that moves independently
rather than use bitmaps for sprite, vector-based programs use
mathematical formulas to describe sprites
the artist creates only one drawing and a path, the computer program
manipulates this object by drawing the frames as the objecet travels over
the path
macromedia’s Flash is a full-featured package for creating vector-based
animation
GOOD: more flexible, requires less storage, suitable for creating web animation

MULTI-LAYERED ANIMATION
Character Animation
besides a moving mouth, the character’s eyes. face and hands are all
moving at the same time
Track-based/channel-based timelines & sequencers
provide a visual overview of the animation. each track represents a property
that animates over time
e.g. Flash & Director

CEL&PATH-BASED ANIMATION
many programs(Director) allow combining cel-cased &
path-based animation
typically, the animated object is created using cel-based
techniques, it is then moved along a path using 
path-based animation

COMPUTER ANIMATION
similar to cel animation
primary difference is in how much must be drawn by
theanimator & how much is automatically generated
by the software
kinematics is the study of the movement & motioni of
structures that have joints
inverse knematics is the process of linking objects, and
defining their relationship and limits
morphing is an effect in which a still or moving image is 
transformed in another
creating animation by varying objects’s x & y
coordinates across the screen
similar to path-based animation, however, instead of 
specifying a path for the object to travel, u vary its
position and shape on the screen based on axes
e.g. Window FlowerBox screen saver

WPA2 Enterprise
RADIUS
WEP

802.11n>802.11g>802.11b>802.11a

also called vector animation

STEPS

illustrate multiple views of an object
keep animation small and the number of frames low
use the 216-color cross-platform palette


